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The purpose of this paper is to introduce and investigate a conjecture about
cyclotomic units made by Robert Coleman. The conjecture is a characterization of
Euler Sytems of Kolyvagin in the case of number field. We show that Euler Systems
are almost cyclotomic units.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let +m be the set of m-th roots of unity and + be the set of all roots
of unity in a fixed algebraic closure Q of Q. For each prime p, let (‘pn) be
the generator of Tate module Zp(1)= +pn . For each positive integer n,
let ‘n be the generator of +n , ‘n=>ki=1 ‘pei where >
k
i=1 p
ei is the prime
factorization of n. Let +n* (resp. +*) be +n"[1] (resp. +"[1]).
Let 5 be the Galois equivariant map from +* to Q defined by
5(‘)=1&‘, for any root of unity, ‘ # +* .
From the identity 1&xn=>‘ # +n(1&‘x), one can deduce
‘
‘n==
5(‘)=5(=), for any root of unity = and positive integer n. (1)
Let E be the set of all Galois equivariant maps
f : +*  (Q )
_ such that
‘
‘d==
f (‘)= f (=) for = # +* and d # N,
where N is the set of positive integers. We give an R= Z[Gal(Q(+n)Q)]
module structure on E by setting for each r=(rn) # R and f # E,
(rf )(‘)= f (‘)rn, when ‘ # +n*.
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Coleman’s first question was whether
E=R5.
Unfortunately, this question has a negative answer since E has an element
outside R5 of order 2 (see Lemma 4.10).
A subset of E can be made which eliminates these 2-torsion elements
by adding a congruence condition. Let F be the R submodule of E
with following congruence relation; for each prime number l and n # N,
(n, l )=1,
f (=‘)#f (‘) modulo primes over (l ) for all = # +l*, ‘ # +n*.
For this submodule F, Coleman proposed the following conjecture in 1988.
Conjecture (Coleman).
F=R5.
It has turned out that this conjecture is strongly related with Kolyvagin’s
Euler systems. The condition (1) can be used as the defining property of
Euler systems in the case of cyclotomic number fields. Hence Coleman’s
conjecture may be reinterpreted as a characterization of Euler systems. We
introduce Kolyvagin’s Euler systems. Briefly, let F be an abelian number
field. Write the norm map from F (+pn) to F (+n) as NF (+pn)F (+n) . Let S be
the set of positive squarefree integers divisible only by primes which split
completely in F. One can define Euler systems, EF over F as a set of maps
: defined on S, satisfying the following conditions: Let n # S and p be a
prime number in S with ( p, n)=1.
v :(n) # F (+n)_.
v If n{1, :(n) is a global unit.
v NF (+pn)F (+n):( pn)=(Frp&1) :(n).
where Frp denotes the arithmetic Frobenius at p in Gal(F (+n)Q).
v :( pn)#:(n) modulo all primes above p.
In this paper we will prove some properties of E and F and prove some
results related to the conjecture. In section 4, we will construct Euler
systems FF over F from F. Let FF (+n)(resp. EF (n)) be the following group,
FF (+n)(res. EF (n))=[ f (‘) | f # FF (resp. EF) ‘ # +n] & EQ(+n) .
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Let JF the set of positive square free integers divisible only by primes which
split completly in F. Then arguments using Euler systems yield the follow-
ing theorem.
Theorem. Let F be a totally real abelian number field or cyclotomic field
and n # JF . Except for the contribution of primes dividing [F (+n) : Q], EF (n)
is equal to CF (+n) , i.e.,
EF (n)Zp=FF (n)Zp=CF (+n) Zp , for p |% [F (+n) : Q].
As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem. For all odd primes p with p |% ([Q(+n) : Q], hQ(+n)),
F(+n)Zp=Cn Zp .
One can also give another definition (cf. [10]) of Euler systems by
removing the third congruence relations. However in this case one must
impose norm conditions in Zp extensions for all prime p. We denote this
new Euler systems by E F : a function : defined on some subset S of the
natural numbers N prime to the conductor of F, satisfying the following
conditions.
v :(n) # F (+n)_.
v If n{1, :(n) is a global unit.
For each prime p # S with ( p, n)=1,
v NF (+pn)F (+n):( pn)=(Frp&1) :(n).
where Frp denotes the arithmetic Frobenius at p in Gal(F (+n)Q).
v NF (+pkn)F (+pk&1n) :( p
kn)=:( pk&1n).
When the ground field F=Q, F is contained in E F from Theorem 2.1. In
this case, we can use the theory of Iwasawa Zp extensions.
Given a number field k, any Galois extension K of k with Galois group
isomorphic to the additive group of p-adic integers Zp is called a Zp -exten-
sion of k. If Kk is a Zp -extension, then we can write K=n0 kn , where
Gal(kn k0)=Zp pnZp with k0=k. Iwasawa theory tells us the growth of
class number (cf. [5]):
For all sufficiently large n, the order h ( p)n of the p Sylow group of the
ideal class group of kn can be written pe(n) with
e(n)=*n++pn+&,
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where *, + and & are constants, called Iwasawa invariants. The conjecture
of Greenberg (cf. [3]) asserts that
*=+=0,
for all totally real number fields k. In the case that k is the maximal real
subfield Q(‘p+‘&1p ) of Q(+p), Greenberg’s conjecture is a weakening of
Vandiver’s conjecture, the latter implies &=0 as well. We write
EF (+n)=[ f (‘) | f # EF , ‘ # +n] & EQ(+n) .
Let Cn be the group of cyclotomic units in the field Q(+n).
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. Let F=Q(+t).
Theorem A. The conjecture of Greenberg implies that
E F (+n)=F(+nt)=E(+nt)=Cnt
for all n.
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF CIRCULAR DISTRIBUTION
After Coleman, we define circular distributions. We call any Galois
equivariant map f from +* to (Q )
_ a circular distribution if the following
condition is true,
‘
‘n==
f (‘)= f (=),
for any root of unity = and positive integer n. Let Frl be the arithmetic
Frobenius map which maps ‘ to ‘l for all n-th root of unity ‘ # +n ,
(n, l)=1. The following theorem shows that circular distributions are
characterized by some norm conditions.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose f is a Galois equivariant function from +* to Q .
Then the product condition
‘
‘d==
f (‘)= f (=) (V)
for = # +* and d # N, is equivalent to the following conditions:
v For any prime number l and square free integer r{1 with (r, l)=1,
NQ(+lr)Q(+r) f (‘l ‘r)= f (‘r)
Frl&1.
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v For n&i1,
NQ(+l nr)Q(+l n&1r) f (‘l n ‘r)= f (‘l n&i ‘
Fril
r ).
Proof. We will first show that conditions (1) and (2) imply (V) when
={1. Suppose ==‘d0 for some ‘0 # +* and let d= p
e1
1 } } } p
er
r , er1, be the
prime factorization of d. Then,
‘
‘d==
f (‘)= ‘
:d=1
f (‘0:)= ‘
;dp
er
=1
‘
# p
er=1
f (;‘0#)
and this equals
‘
;dp
er
=1
‘
# p
er&1=1
f (; pr‘ pr0 #)
if er1 or pr divides the order of =, by condition (2). If er=1 and pr does
not divide the order of =,
‘
;dp
er
=1
f (;) NQ(+p r)Q f (;‘0‘pr)= ‘
; dp
er
=1
f (; pr)
by condition (1). Thus, we see by induction that this product equals f (=).
One can use similar arguments to show the other direction. K
Let E be the set of all Galois equivariant functions:
f : +*  Q such that f has circular distribution,
‘
‘d==
f (‘)= f (=) for = # +* and d # N.
Elements of E have some interesting properties in common with 5.
The following lemma is a generalization of Hilbert Theorem 126 (see
Hilbert’s Zahlbericht). We say the sequence of algebraic numbers
(an)n # N , an # Q(+n) is norm coherent if
NQ(+m)Q(+n) am=an .
for all numbers mn.
Lemma 2.2 (Coleman). Let f # E and p be a prime number. If n is
divisible by at least two different primes (resp. is a p-power), then f (‘n) is a
unit (resp. a p-unit). Moreover, the sequence ( f (‘pn))n=1 is norm coherent if
n is a p-power.
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Proof. From the second norm property of Theorem 2.1, the sequence
( f (‘pn)) is a norm coherent sequence, that is,
NQ(+p m)Q(+p n) f (‘pm)= f (‘pn)
for any mn. Let pu be the prime ideal of Q(+p u) over p. Let lu be a prime
ideal dividing the principal ideal ( f (‘pu)) which is prime to any prime
ideals over p. The decomposition group Dl of (l )=ln Q has a finite index
in Zp -extension Gal(Q(+p )Q(+p)), so that the fixed field is of the form
Q(‘ps) for some s. We let choose ns. Then the norm coherent condition
implies that the principle ideal ( f (‘p s)) is divisible by any sufficiently large
power of ls which is a contradiction. The same argument shows that
( f (‘pns)) is divisible by infinite power of any prime ideal which is prime to
p. Therefore it is also a p-unit. If s is divisible by a nontrivial prime q
(different from p), then ( f (‘pns)) is a p-unit and q-unit simultaneously
which implies ( f (‘pns)) is a unit. K
In fact, bounded norm coherent sequence were studied more completely
by Coleman [2]:
v Suppose an # Q(+pn)(m1) is a bounded norm coherent sequence of
cyclotomic numbers. Then an is an integral circular p-unit for all m1.
v Conversely, any integral circular p-unit of Q(+pn) arises as the m-th
term of such a sequence.
3. COLEMAN’S COUNTEREXAMPLE TO E=R5
For any finite set of odd primes S, we define !S to be the Galois equiv-
ariant map on +* such that
!S(‘n)={&11
of n is divisible by all and only those primes in S.
otherwise,
for all n # N. Then !S # E"F. Hence we can claim
Lemma 3.1 (Coleman).
E{R5.
Moreover, we can characterize !S . By {, we denote the complex conjuga-
tion in Gal(QabQ). Let D be the R-submodule of E generated by !S for
all S.
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Lemma 3.2 (Coleman). D is the submodule of E consisting of all
elements f such that f 1&{= f 1+{=1.
Proof. It is enough to show that f =!S for some finite set of primes U.
From the given condition, f (‘n)=\1 for any ‘n # +* .
Choose n as the smallest square free integer such that f (‘n)=&1. Let U
be the set of primes dividing n= p1 } } } pr . Then one can see that f =!S . K
4. CIRCULAR DISTRIBUTION AND EULER SYSTEMS
We define an R submodule F of E by imposing some congruence
relations. Let F be the set of all Galois equivariant functions:
f : +*  (Q )
_ such that
v (Circular distribution relations) >‘d== f (‘)= f (=) for = # +* and
d # N.
v (Congruence relations) For each prime l in N, f (=‘)#f (‘) mod l for
all l th roots of unity =, all primes l above l.
We observe that R5 satisfies these conditions and hence R5 is contained
in F. Coleman’s counterexamples are excluded from F.
We now introduce Euler systems of Kolyvagin. Let F be an abelian
number field of conductor t. Let J(t) be the set of positive square free
integers divisible only by primes l#1 (mod t). An Euler system for F is a
function :: J(t)  Q with the following properties;
v :(L) # F (+L)_ for all L # J(t).
v If L{1, :(L) is a global unit.
v NF (+lL)F (+L) :(lL)=(Frl&1) :(L) for lL # J(t).
v If lL # J(t), then :(lL)#:(L) modulo all primes above l.
We denote the set of all Euler systems for F by EF .
The group CF of cyclotomic units is the intersection of EF with the sub-
group of F_ generated by the elements
NQ(+n)(F & Q(+n))(1&‘),
where n runs over the positive integers and ‘ # +n*. One can construct Euler
systems of F with values in L # J(t) CF (+L) using these cyclotomic units but
our results suggest there are almost no other Euler systems except these.
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Each element f of F can be made an Euler system of F by the Norm
map. We construct a map from F_+t to Map(J(t), Q ), the set of maps
from J(t) to Q as follows:
:: F_+t  Map(J(t), Q ), :( f, ‘)(r)=NQ(+rf )F (+r) f (‘‘r).
The following lemma proves the image of this map is contained in EF .
Lemma 4.1 (Coleman). If F is an Abelian number field of conductor t
then the function on J(t)
:(L)=NQ(+NL)F (+L) f \‘ ‘
l | L
‘l+
is an Euler system for F for any ‘ # +t .
Proof. The first two axioms of the Euler systems are obvious.
NF (+lL)F (+L):(lL)=NF (+lL)F (+L) NQ(+f lL)F (+lL) f \‘ ‘S | lL ‘S+
=NQ(+lL)F (+L) NQ(+f lL)Q(+NL) f \‘ ‘S | lL ‘l+
=NQ(+lL)F (+L) ‘
l&1
i=1
f \‘‘ il ‘S | L ‘S+
=NQ(+f L)F (+L)
f ((‘ >S | L ‘S)
l)
f (‘ >S | L ‘S)
=(Frl&1) :(L)
which is the third axiom.
The fourth axiom also holds:
:(lL)=NQ(+f lL)F (+lL) f \‘‘l ‘S | L ‘S+
#NQ(+f L)F (+L) f \‘ ‘S | L ‘S+ modulo primes above l
(by the second condition of F)
#:(L) modulo primes above l. K
From this lemma, we can define the set of Coleman systems, FF as
FF=:(F_+f)EF .
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We show that Euler systems EF is essentially equal to FF . Coleman systems
is contained in Euler systems. We compare the values of Euler systems at
level n, E F (n) and the values Coleman systems at +n , F F (+n),
E F (n)=[:(r): r | n, : # EF], F F (n)=[ f (‘): ‘ # +n , f # FF].
Let CF (+n) be the cyclotomic units of F (+n) and EF (+n) be its global units.
We define unit groups of E F (n) and F F (n),
EF (n)=E F (n) & EF (+n) , FF (n)=F F (n) & EF (+n) .
It is not difficult to show that these groups are isomorphic,
E F (n)F F (n)[EF (n)FF (n).
We get the following inclusions of these groups,
CF (+n) FF (n)EF (n).
When F=Q(+n) or F=Q(+n)+, the maximal real subfield of Q(+n),
Sinnott proved that the p-class number of its maximal real sub field F + is
equal to the p primary index of EF (+n)+ CF (+n)+ for all odd prime p. When
F is any totally real abelian number field, Leopoldt [8] showed that the p
class number of F is equal to the p-primary part of the index of EF CF
when p |% [F : Q], hence we have the p class number of F (+n)+ is equal to
the p-primary part of the index of EF (+n)+CF (+n)+ when p |% [F (+n)
+ : Q].
For such F, we can construct enough principal ideals of F (+n)+. The
factorizations of these principal ideals are used to bound the p-primary
part h ( p)F (+n)+ of the ideal class group of F (+n)
+ by the p-primary part of
EF (+n)+EF (n) when p |% [F (+n) : Q].
h ( p)F (+n)+ | *((EF (+n)+ EF (n)Zp) | *((EF (+n)+CF (+n)+)Zp)
However the assumption on F makes it possible that this bound is in fact
optimal, i.e, equality. Moreover when F is any abelian field of conductor f
we see that either F is a totally real or imaginary. In the latter case, F is
a degree 2 extension of totally real field, F & Q(+f)+. From this observation
we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let F be any totally real abelian field or cyclotomic
number field and n # J(t). Except for the contribution of primes dividing
[F : Q], EF (n) is equal to CF (+n) i.e.,
EF (n)Zp=FF (n)Zp=CF (+n) Zp , for p |% [F (+n) : Q].
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We define Euler Systems in a different way. Let E F be set of algebraic
numbers :(n) defined on some subset of the natural numbers N which are
not divisible by the conductor of F, satisfying the following conditions.
v :(n) # F (+n)_.
v If n{1, :(n) is a global unit.
For each prime p with ( p, n)=1,
v NF (+pn)F (+n):( pn)=(Frp&1) :(n).
where Frp denotes the arithmetic Frobenius at p in Gal(F (+n)Q).
v NF (+pkn)F (+pk&1n) :( p
kn)=:( pk&1n).
We can define in a similar way EF from E. In the following section, we will
show that the conjecture of Greenberg implies, E F (n)=EF (+n)=CF (+n) .
5. GREENBERG’S CONJECTURE AND EULER SYSTEMS
Let K be a Zp -extension over an algebraic number field k so that
K=n # N kn where kn is an cyclic extension over k of degree pn.
Iwasawa’s theorem (cf. [5]) tells us that there are positive numbers *, +
and & such that the exponent en of the p-part of class number h ( p)kn = p
en of
kn is given by
en=*n++pn+&
for all sufficiently large n.
It is conjectured by Iwasawa [5] that the Galois group of the composite
of all Zp -extension over a fixed algebraic number field k is isomorphic to
Zr2+1p . This is true in the case k is an abelian number field because it
follows from Leopoldt’s conjecture which is true in this case (cf. [5]).
Let s be a fixed integer prime to p and Q(+prs)+ be the maximal real sub-
field Q(‘+prs+‘
&1
prs ) of the p
r s-th cyclotomic field Q(+p rs). By the above
remark, Q(+p rs)+ has a unique Zp -extension,
.

k=1
Q(‘pr+ks)+.
Greenberg’s conjecture implies that the Iwasawa invariants *, + are identi-
cally zero if k is a totally real number field. In the paper of Gold and Kim
[3], it was shown that
CG(Q(+m)Q(+n))m =Cn
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whenever n | m, hence we have the following exact sequences.
0 
En
Cn

Em
Cm
, and 0 
E+n
C+n

E+m
C+m
. (2)
From the class number formula, we obtain, for all odd prime q,
|En Cn Zq |= |E +n C
+
n Zq |=h
(q)
Q(+n)
+ ,
the q-part of the class number hQ(+n)+ .
In the rest of this section, we write n=prs, and m=pts where tr, and
p is prime to s.
Lemma 5.1. The norm maps
Nm, n : Cm  Cn , N +m, n : C
+
m  C
+
n ,
are surjective.
Proof. This follows easily from the definitions. K
Now consider the following diagram of exact sequences,
0 wwCm wwEm wwEmCm ww0
0 ww Cn ww En ww EnCn ww0
where the vertical maps are the norm map NQ(+m)Q(+n) .
Using the above two Lemmas, we get
 E+prs
 C+prs
=(E+prs C
+
prs) and
 Eprs
 Cprs
=(Ep rs Cprs). (3)
Because the group E +n C
+
n is a finite abelian group, we have
(E +p rs C
+
prs)= ‘
q: all prime
[(E +prs C
+
prs Zq)]. (4)
From (2), the following sequence is exact.
0 
Eprs
Cprs
Zq 
Epts
Cpts
Zq . (5)
We need the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.2 (Washington [13]). Let k be an abelian number field and
Kk the cyclotomic Zp -extension of k. Let l{ p be a prime and let len be the
exact power of l dividing hn . Then en is bounded independent of n.
Equation (5) and the class number formula imply that
Ep us
Cpus
Zq $
Epu+is
Cpu+is
Zq
whenever p{q and for all sufficiently large u+iu>>0, and hence the
norm maps become isomorphisms for all u+iun(q), for some integer
n(q) which depends on q.
Therefore Eq. (4) becomes,
(E +p rs C
+
prs)=(E
+
prs C
+
prs Zp)_ ‘
q{ p
Aq , (6)
where Aq is an abelian group of order >(Epn(q)s Cpn(q)s Zq). With these
notations, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.
 Ep rs  Cprs=(Eprs Cp rsZp)_ ‘
q{p
Aq .
Let Ep, s be the set of all Galois equivariant maps from +*ps to Q , which
satisfy
Np tsprs f (‘pt ‘s)= f (‘pr ‘ p
t&r
s ).
For each positive n, let E p, s(+n)=[ f (‘) | f # Ep, s , ‘ # +n] and Ep, s(+n)=
E p, s(+n) & EQ(+n) . We can make each element f of Ep, s norm coherent with
respect to norm map, Np tsp rs by composing the Frobenius map, Frp . The
map f (‘p rs)= f (‘pr ‘Frp
&r
s ) is a norm coherent map for each f # Ep, s . Using
Lemma 5.1 we can show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. (i)  Ep rs= Cprs if and only if Ep, s(+p rs)=Cprs for
all r.
(ii) (Ep rs Zp)(Cprs Zp)=(Eprs Cprs)Zp=1 if and only
if (Ep, s(+p rs)Cprs)Zp=1 for all r.
Let Kk be a Zp -extension. Put 1=Gal(Kk)$Zp . For every positive
integer n, let 1n be the closed subgroup of 1 such that 11n is a cyclic
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group of order pn. Fix a topological generator # in 1 and define #n , #n, m
by
#n=# p
n
, &n, m= :
pm&n&1
i=0
# in .
Lemma 5.5. Suppose Fn is sequence of 1-modules 1n acts trivially on Fn
and we have ‘‘norm’’ maps &m, n : Fm  Fn for all mn which satisfy; &m, n are
Galois equivariant maps, &m, k=&n, k b &m, n for mnk and there exist
Galois equivariant injections ,n, m : Fn  Fm such that ,n, m b &m, n(a)=
_ # 1n1m _(a) for a # Fm . Then  Fn with respect to the &n, m contains no
finite 4-submodules.
Proof. Suppose that we have nonzero element :=(:n) in  Fn
generating a finite 4-submodule. Choose a sufficiently large number c such
that
(i) pc:=0.
(ii) 1m acts trivially for all mc.
Since :=(:n) is nontrivial, we can choose sufficiently large m, n such that
:n {0 and n, mc, m&nc. Now we have ,n, m(:n)=_ # 1n1m _(:m)=
pm&n:m=0 and so :n=0. This contradiction completes the proof. K
6. PROOF OF THEOREM A
Since the Iwasawa invariant + vanishes for the cyclotomic Zp extension
of abelian number field, the structure theorem of 4-modules tells us that
(Eprs Cp rs Zp) is pseudo-isomorphic to a Zp -module of finite rank,
(Eprs Cprs Zp)t
i
4gi (t)$Z$ip ,
where ‘‘t’’ means pseudo-isomorphic and gi (t) is a distinguished polyno-
mial of degree $i . From this we have the following group isomorphism,
(Eprs Cp rs Zp)$Z$ip K, K is a finite p-group. Now we apply
Lemma 5.5 when Fn=Ep ns Cpns Zp and ,n, m is induced by the natural
inclusion map which is injective from (2). The finite part K, therefore,
vanishes and hence it is isomorphic to a free Zp -module of finite rank,
(Eprs Cp rs Zp)$Z$ip . The Greenberg conjecture in this case is equiv-
alent to
(Ep, s(+prs)Cp rs)Zp=1 for all r,
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by Lemma 5.4. We know the trivial inclusion Cp rs /E(+prs)/Ep, s(+p rs).
Therefore E(+p rs)Zp=Cprs Zp . From this we have that E(+n)Zq=
Cn Zq , for all primes q dividing n. For the primes l not dividing n,
we consider the cyclotomic Zl extension Q(+ln) over Q(+ ln). Then we
also have, by the same arguments, E(+ln)Zl=Cln Zl . We know the
exact sequence 0  (E(+n)Cn)  (E(+ ln)Cln) from the exact sequence (2) of
Gold and Kim. By tensoring Zl , we obtain the following divisivility,
|(E(+n)Cn)Zl | | |(E(+ln)Cln)Zl |=1. We conclude E(+n)Zl=Cn Zl ,
for all primes l prime to n. This completes the proof Theorem A. K
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